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二、中英文摘要及關鍵詞：
關鍵詞：形狀、空間位置、特徵抽取、影像分析、相似度測量、影像分割
中文摘要
隨著資訊科技的進步與電腦設備價格的下降，藉著電腦的高速的計算能力和超大的
儲存記憶容量，各種自動化已普遍落實在人類生活當中---具體表現在食、衣、住、行、
育、樂中。由於資料的多來源性，人類花在網路上尋找資料更耗費多時，不管有用沒用
的資料，人類總是要慢慢的去消化、尋找，如果是一般文字檔，我們可以運用文字編輯
器中的查詢功能尋找相關字串，多少能減少搜尋範圍，在影像尋找方面並無相關功能，
造成搜尋工作更加沉重困難，因此，影像比對方面的研究已是必然的趨勢。
在影像比對方面，大略將影像特徵分成四大類—形狀（Shape）
、空間關係（Spatial
Relationship）
、顏色（Color）
，以及紋理（Textual）
。其中形狀特徵的研究較為困難。
本計劃將著重在--形狀（Shape）的特徵表示法及比對。雖然在這方面已有一些學者提出
相關論文，但由於影像本身的複雜性，現有方法並無卓越成效，所以，對此類特徵如何
有效地選取好的表示法以及適當的比對方法，就成為我們研究上的重點。
Keywords： shape、spatial、structure、MCS、centroid、feature
ABSTRACT
Recently, various features for content-based image retrieval (CBIR) have been proposed,
such as texture, color, shape, and spatial features. In this study we propose a new feature, called
orientation-distance histogram for CBIR. Firstly, we transform the RGB color model of a given
image to the HSI color model and detect edge points by using the H-vector information.
Secondly, we evaluate the orientation-distance histogram from the edge points to form a feature
vector. After normalization of feature, our proposed method can cope with most problems of
variations in image. Finally, we show some results of query for real life images with the
precision and recall rates to measure the performance. The experimental results show that the
proposed retrieval method is efficient and effective.
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三、內容：
Introduction and Background
Because of recent advances in computer technology and the revolution in the way information
is processed, increasing interest has developed in automatic information retrieval from huge
databases. In particular, content-based retrieval has become a hot research topic and,
consequently, improving the technology for content-based querying systems is more challenging
[1].
The content of image can be classified into two categories [1]: one is the characteristic of pixel
value, such as color distribution, texture information of image, and the shape property of object in
an image, another is the spatial relationship between objects. Current technologies of CBIR have
combined different features to achieve the matching process [2], such as the combination of color
and shape [3, 4], the combination of color, texture, and shape [5, 6] etc. Different image features
are integrated in order to design a suitable query system to agree with the human’s vision. Such
systems usually include image segmentation, feature selections, and similarity matching. Each
system has its advantages and defects and is only suitable for retrieving certain types of images.
Despite years of extensive research, however, assisting users to find their desired images
accurately and efficiently is still an open problem. In this paper, we propose a new feature, called
the orientation-distance histogram, to achieve the requirement of some affine transformations.
Because of the complexity of segmentation works, it is difficult to obtain a good segmentation
results. Therefore, trending the segmentation based towards edge point based maybe a different
thinking. We analyzed the contour of different images on their orientation-distance histograms,
and found that the relation between edge points and their neighboring edge points possess lots of
information. Similar images tend to be alike in this feature. Consequently, this feature can be
used to effectively retrieve the relevant images.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly survey the related works of CBIR.
In Section 3, we briefly review our previously proposed edge detection method [7], and describe
orientation-distance feature extraction, feature normalization, and a similarity matching scheme
used in this research. In Section 4 the experimental results are illustrated with query results and
precision-recall curve compared with F. Mahmoudi et al. [6]. The final section makes a
conclusion for this paper.
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Proposed Method
This section illustrates the proposed method. A simple and effective method used to detect edge
points [7] is briefly reviewed in Subsection 3.1. The feature point extraction is described in
Subsection 3.2. Subsection 3.3 indicates that the normalization of feature vector can cope with
the variance of affine transformations. Finally, similarity measurement is given in Subsection 3.4.
A. Prompt Edge Detection
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One of the common edge detection methods is the Sobel operation [17], which computes the
partial derivatives of a local pixel to form the gradient. For the gray-level function f(x,y), the
gradient of f at pixel (x,y) is a vector as defined in Equation (1). The magnitude of ∇ f can be
approximated as shown in Equation (2).
∇f = ∂f , ∂f 
∂x 
 ∂x

(1)

∇f ≈ (z 7 + 2 z8 + z 9 ) − (z1 + 2 z 2 + z 3 )
+ (z 3 + 2 z 6 + z9 ) − (z1 + 2 z 4 + z 7 )

+ (z 6 + 2 z8 + z9 ) − (z1 + 2 z 2 + z 4 )

+ ( z 4 + 2 z 7 + z8 ) − ( z 2 + 2 z 3 + z 6 )

(2)

Although Sobel’s edge detector generally works well, it must repeatedly go over the whole
image many times. As a result, this method requires W*H*32 time to operate on an image of size
W*H. In this subsection, we use our proviously proposed method [8] to perform edge detection,
called the prompt edge detection, which is not only simple but also efficient.
In the real life image, the color space is in RGB domain, which mixed the color and intensity
information. Therefore it is difficult to analysis in a single vector; such as color or intensity
vector. In view of this, we transform RGB to HSV color model, and apply our edge detection in
H vector. The prompt edge detector detects edge points by checking the differences in the gray
value for each point from those of its neighbors. For a pixel (x,y) with gray value g(x,y), let
g0(x,y), g1(x,y), …, and g7(x,y) denote the gray values of its neighbors in 8 directions as shown in
Figure 1.
g3 g2 g1
g4 g g0
g5 g6 g7
Figure 1. The 8 neighbors of the center point.

Let

h d (x, y) = g(x, y) - g d (x, y)

be the difference in the gray value of pixel (x, y) from that of its

neighbor in direction d. Let Bd(x,y) be the number of differences that exceed a threshold T, where
T = a + c, c is a constant, and a is the average difference between all pairs of adjacent pixels' gray
values in the image. In this work, we set the value of c to 2 and, instead of taking a single value
for T, we take the local average differences for T by dividing the whole image into M × M blocks
and computing the average difference for each block.
The pixel (x,y) is indicated as an edge point if inequalities (3) hold.
3 ≤ B d ( x, y ) ≤ 6

(3)

These inequalities can also avoid indicating noisy points as edge points. Further details can be
found in [7].
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B. Features Extraction

A good representation should cope with the affine transformations such as translation, scaling,
and rotation, and should have high tolerance to noise and occlusion. The translation-invariance is
fixed in our proposed method, which is achieved by the use of the orientation-distance sequence.
In this subsection, we describe how the proposed method extracts the feature of an image. Our
feature extraction includes two steps, as given in the following:
(1) Edge orientation quantization: This stage quantizes all edge orientations into n segments (We set n = 36 in this
work).
(2) Computing orientation-distance histogram: For each orientation i and distance d, for every edge point having
orientation i, we count the points of d-distance surrounding it and in the same orientation. The counted values are
accumulated to form a so-called orientation-distance histogram. The points of d-distance are the outermost points in
the ( 2 d + 1) × ( 2 d + 1) window sorrounding the current point. As illustated in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the points p1,
p2, …, and p8 are points of 1-distance and q1, q2, …, and q24 are points of 3-distance for the center point. Figure 3
shows the orientation-distance histogram of a real image. The orientation-distance histrogram is denoted by hi,j,
which indecates the amount of j-distance accumulation in orientation i, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and j ∈ {1,3}. In this
research, we combine this histogram sequence (h1,0, h1,1, …,h1,n-1, h3,0, h3,1, …, h3,n-1) and the values, c1 and c2, of the
two most dominated colors to form the (2n+2)-dimensional feature vector (h1,0, h1,1, …,h1,n-1, h3,0, h3,1, …, h3,n-1,c1,c2).

q1

p1 p2 p3
p8 *

p4

p7 p6 p5
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2. (a) points of 1-distance, (b) points of 3-distance.

(a)

(b)
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q13

Figure 3. (a) A source image, (b) The orientation-distance histogram of 3(a).

C. Feature Normalization

This subsection describes the feature normalization to cope with the scaling and rotation
invariance. Subsection 3.3.1 illustrates how the proposed method achieves scaling invariance and
Subsection 3.3.2 deals with the problem of rotation invariance.
C.1 Scaling Invariance

Since the amount of edge points depends on the size of an image. Generally, the larger an
image is, the more its edge points can be detected. In dealing with the scaling invariance, we
normalized each bin by dividing the total number of edge points accumulated in the
orientation-distance histogram, so that all population values fall between 0 and 1. Figure 4 shows
the normalized results. Figure 4(a) shows the 50%-scaled-down version of the image given in
Figure 3(a), and Figure 4(b) shows its histogram. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the normalized
versions of the histograms given in Figures 3(b) and 4(b), respectively. These normalized
versions are quite similar.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fiugre 4. (a) The 50%-scaled-down version of 3(a), (b) The orientation-distance histogram of 4(a), (c) The normalized
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version of 3(b), (d) Thenormalized version of 4(b).

C.2 Rotation Invariance

In consideration of rotation invariance, we compute the MCS [18] sequences to shift the
orientation sequence to achieve the best affinement by using the ordering-consistency function ci,j
of distance j in orientation i, defined in Equation (4), to obtain a shifting factor s, defined in
Equation (5), where SD = (p0,j,p1,j,…pn-1,j) is the orientation sequence of j-distance [18]. With the
shifting factor s, the MCS shifted version of the feature vector (h1,0, h1,1, …, h1,n-1, h3,0, h3,1, …,
h3,n-1, c1, c2) comes out to be (h1,s, h1,(s+1) mod n, …, h1,(s+n-1) mod n, h3,s, h3,(s+1) mod n, …, h3,(s+n-1) mod n,
c1, c2). A rotated version of the image in Figure 3(a) and its orientation-distance are given in
Figure 5. The shifted and normalized versions of the histograms given in 3(b) and 5(b) are quite
similar, as shown in 5(c) and 5(d), respectively. The shifting factors for results shown in Figures
5(c) and 5(d) are s = 3 and s =12, respectively.
ci , j (S D ) =

s = arg

i + ( n −1)

∑ (n − (k − i )) ∗ p k , j

(4)

{ci, j (S D )}

(5)

k =i

min

0≤i < n , j ={1,3}

(a)

(b)
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(d)

(c)

Fiugre 5. (a) A rotated version by 90 degrees of the image in 3(a), (b) The oreintation-distance histogram of 5(a), (c) The
shifted and normalized result of 3(b) with s = 3, (d) The shifted and normalized result of 5(b) with
s = 12.

D. Similarity Measure

The final part of the proposed method is similarity measure. As discussed in the previous
subsection, the orientation-distance histogram and the amounts of points in two dominated color
are combined to represent the characteristic of an image. We use the distance metric expressed in
Equation (6) to measure the distance between two images based on this characteristic.
2n

2n+ 2

i =1

i = 2 n +1

d (U , V ) = α ∑ (ui − vi ) 2 + β

2
∑ (ui − vi )

(6)

In Equation (6), U and V represent feature vectors of the query image a database image, vi, ui
are the respect i-th features, α and β are weights (in this work, we set α = 0.5 and β = 0.5).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section demonstrates the experimental results of the proposed mehtod. We show the query results of various
types of images, including cartoons, flowers, sky, and forest. The experimental images are collected from internet,
Ulead Pick-a-Photr 01-05, and book scan, with totally 10 categories including tigers, cars, flowers, airplanes,
buildings, forest, sky, seashell, cartoons, and teapot in our database. The developed environment of our system is on
a desktop PC with celeron 700 MHz CPU, 256 MB memory, and the OS is Windows 2000.
Figure 6 shows some query results of the two compared methods. The left-top corner in each query example is the
query image, and the part to the right shows the query results. We can find that our proposed method retrieve more
similar images than the method proposed in [6]. Another most widely used performance measures for information
retrieval are precision (Pr) and recall (Re) rates. Pr is defined as the number of retrieved relevant objects over the
number of total retrieved objects. Re is defined as the number of retrieved relevant objects over the total number of
8

relevant objects in the image collection. In general, Pr decreases when Re increases. The performance of an ideal
system should have a higher precision rate at any certain recall value. As a result, Pr-Re curves are often used to
measure the performance of a retrieval system. Figure 7 shows the Pr-Re curves of the methods proposed by us and
by F. Mahmoudi et al. [6]. The result shows that our proposed method is more effective than that proposed by F.
Mahmoudi et al..
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION

This paper proposes a new method of image representation using the orientation-distance
histogram. It manifests the contour trend of images. The histograms are different from images to
images. The experimental results show that our method achieves good performance by using the
following schemes: color domain transform, prompt edge detection, orientation-distance feature
extraction, feature normalization, and similarity matching. We have also shown the precision and
recall curves to prove its robustness and effectiveness.
As a general future direction, we believe that considering more on color feature and integrating
the shape and spatial features will be a significant step towards narrowing down the semantic gap.
And furthermore, combining the relevant feedback with these features is expected to provide a
more robust and adaptive retrieval experience.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Examples of query results. (a) The results of [6]. (b) The results of the proposed method.
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Figure 7. Retrieval performance of Pr-Re curve. (a) The results of [6]. (b) The results of the proposed method.
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計畫成果自評

本計畫執行成果所提之邊緣點查詢方法能有效且快速的解決物件表示之唯一性問
題，執行成果顯示與當初所提之原計畫內容大致相符，也達到預期目標。本計畫內容
已整合成一篇論文，accepted 於 THE 2th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON NERUAL
NETWORKS AND BRAIN (ICNNB'2005)。
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